when Gustav Vasa was elected King of Sweden in 1523. The resulting political antagonism between Denmark and Sweden lasted for centuries, and subsided only after the end of the Napoleonic Wars.
1 Sweden developed into a Great Power under Gustavus II Adolphus (1611-32), but then lost its position under Charles XII (1697-1718) after the long and disastrous Great Northern War of 1700-21. Fruitlessly, Sweden subsequently fought two major wars (with Russia in 1741-43, and Prussia in 1756-63) in order to regain lost territories. Domestically, Gustavus III in 1772 reimposed royal absolutism as part of his attempts at resource mobilisation to reverse the outcome of the Great Northern War. In 1788, Gustavus finally declared war on Russia (then engaged against the Ottoman Empire) with the intention of regaining territory along Finland's eastern frontier.
2
Sweden planned a surprise attack on St Petersburg from both the sea and by land. In the 1780s, Gustavus had succeeded in constructing a modern and powerful navy. Despite this, his plans for a surprise assault on St Petersburg supported by pro-Swedish elements in the Russian court failed. The subsequent war of attrition, which was fought mainly at sea, dragged on for two years with heavy losses on both sides. Some of the greatest sea battles in the history of the Baltic, including the last major fleet actions anywhere to involve galleys, were fought during this war. The decisive action came at Svensksund in July 1790 when a Swedish force repulsed an assault by Russians galleys, the Russians suffering about 10,000 casualties and losing half their fleet. Swedish losses amounted to only about 300 men, but their sacrifice ended the threat of a Russian assault on Stockholm. Svensksund represented the last Swedish military victory of importance in world history. It ended Russia's expansion westwards into the Baltic region, and regained for Sweden some of its reputation as a leading military nation. It facilitated the conclusion of peace between Sweden and Russia later in the 1790s, a peace in which no territory changed hands, but one that none the less represented something of a triumph for Gustavus III in that it ended Russia's status as 'protector of the Constitution of Sweden' which it had gained in 1743. In other respects, the war of 1788-90 was a disaster for Sweden. Total losses included 50,000 men, and the state finances were left in ruins. Though Russian losses in both men and gold were even higher in absolute terms, they were less significant as a proportion to the vast resources at her disposal. 3 The Revolutionary wars that began in 1792 initially had a largely positive effect on Scandinavia. As neutral powers, Sweden and Denmark prospered through the commercial opportunities that emerged in the
